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Chief Confidence Igniter

@meshellrbaker

IGNITING CONFIDENCE TALKS & WORKSHOPS

Thank you Meshell for an inspirational and hands on seminar in Victoria, BC Canada. I loved
your encouragements to be our best selves , not worry about perfections, and keep going
forward. You model being your best self, learning as you go, and trusting your higher power to
share your gifts.

Grace Gerry | Counsellor | Graceful Solutions

Grace Gerry | Counsellor | Graceful Solutions Unleashing Your

Sales SuperPowers

Replace your inner critic!
Repurpose your mistakes!
Reignite your sales results!

This session will empower you to stop
secretly wishing you could deliver top-
performing sales results. Clearly understand
what it means to be consistently confident
and have an increasing prospect pipeline.
Learn how to unleash your Inner Sales
SuperPowers and create repeatable and
sustainable sales success.

Key takeaways from this session:

Empowering

Excellence:   

Workplace Confidence 

Engage in empathic dialogue!
Empower influence & advocacy!
Resign as Chief Problem Solver!

This session is suited for organizations and
teams wanting to develop a culture of
radical responsibility and creativity that
delivers results. Learn how to encourage
and engage people, develop problem-solving
skills, handle conflict,  and strengthen
relationships with employees, team
members, and key players. 

Key takeaways from this session:

Ditch The  Imposter

& Debut Your

Champion

Embracing uncertainty & discomfort!
Energy refocused and reclaimed!
Expand your influence & income!

This session will confront the feelings of
being found out and not belonging. Stop
secretly wishing you could be someone else
or have a different life. Clearly understand
what it means to be internally motivated
and externally focused. Learn how to
develop your Inner Champion and create the
epic success you've been dreaming of.

Key takeaways from this session:

SIGNATURE TOPICS

Customized based on the needs of the conference organizer, the geographical location, and demographics of the audience. Meshell
adapts and delivers incrdibly effective and highly interactive presentations and workshops for your team/employees..

Audiences leave inspired to reimagine ways to surpass their wildest expectations and with an expanded understanding of the key and
easily implemented tools for success.

Some of Meshell's clients:

https://www.linkedin.com/in/meshellrbaker/
https://www.instagram.com/meshellrbaker/
https://www.facebook.com/MeshellRBaker
https://twitter.com/meshellrbaker?lang=en
https://www.youtube.com/user/MeshellBaker


meshell@meshellbaker.com
https://meshellrbaker.com
+1 512-937-3263
Schedule a call

CLIENT FEEDBACK

Meshell spoke to the participants at the Manasota Chapter of SCORE webinar,
she was so enthusiastic and she had everyone out of their seats and ready to
meet their sales challenges...and that's hard to do on a webinar!  
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dianemckeevercpp/

Mia Williams

Diane McKeever

SCORE Mentor & Education Chair
Social Media Marketing Specialist

Autumn Lamb, MBA

Marketing Manager
GSP AMERICAS

LinkedIn Top Voice 2022 | Founder of The Colors of Her Success |
GenZ Career Whisperer

I didn't know what to expect when I attended Meshell's "Doubling Your Bottom
Line" presentation. I expected just another talk about sales, but boy was I wrong.
There was such a euphoric feeling of inspiration, no one wanted the talkit to end!  
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mia-williams/

Get in Touch!

MESHELL R. BAKER | CHIEF CONFIDENCE IGNITER | @MESHELLBAKER
Meshell has been described as "a breath of fresh air," and "the power of her story combined with her passion and
enthusiasm is enough to make anyone want to tap into their potential." She masterfully and artfully guides her
clients to capitalize on their current conditions and leverage obstacles as opportunities, and reenvision their problems as
possibilities. Meshell has phenomenal results, accolades, and awards. She has compiled an incredible track record of raving
recommendations with clients over the years.

Lori Richardson

(603) 957-6747
President Score More Sales

Veronda L. Durden

(512) 334-4415
President & CEO

Dan Leal

(512) 689-6747
Executive Director

Kristin Lance

864-436-9915
Global Sales Recognition

Manager

Speaking References

I attended Meshell’s speaker sessions at the 2023 WIAC Leadership Conference
and it was phenomenal! She knows how to drive inspiration and motivation
throughout the whole session. Meshell has truly mastered the art of confidence.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/autumn-lamb-mba/

Meshell Baker is not only an incredible human being but also an engaging speaker
with a powerful message that inspires people to find their passion, purpose, and
mission in life! She has created a simple process that is empowering and doable!  
https://www.linkedin.com/in/troycompardo/

Troy Compardo

CEO
Boone center / BCI Packaging

https://calendly.com/meshellbaker/discovery-call
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dianemckeevercpp/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mia-williams/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/autumn-lamb-mba-9a642357/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/troycompardo/

